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On entropy-like functionals and codes 
for metrized probability spaces I 
MIROSLAV KATĚTOV 
Dedicated to the m e m o r y of Zdeněk Frolík 
Abstract. By means of a suitable modification of the concept of code, we introduce certain 
entropy-like functionals on the class 20 of semimetric spaces equipped with a bounded 
measure. For finite spaces P G 2B, (1) we prove that these functionals can be characterized 
in terms not involving codes, (2) we establish some analogues of the well-known connection 
between the Shannon entropy of a finite probability space P and the average length of the 
"best" code for Pn, n —• oo. 
Keywords: Hamming space, code, regular code, entropic content, pre-entropy, entropy, 
final entropy 
Classification: 94A17 
In the author's articles [2] and [3], it has been shown, among other, that the 
concept of entropy can be extended from finite probability spaces to the class of all 
probability spaces equipped with a measurable metric. It has also been shown (see 
[3]) that there are very many different extensions of this kind. At least one of these 
"extended entropies" (namely that denoted by E in, e.g., [4] and [5]) has certain 
applications. 
The case of E offers a new approach (see [6]) to the differential entropy; with 
this approach, the conception of entropies as certain measures of information (hence 
non-negative) is fully compatible with the fact, seemingly contraintuitive, that the 
differential entropy can assume negative values. The entropy E (and some other 
entropies) also make possible a fairly broad approach to the concept of dimension 
of a metrized probability space; the Renyi dimension, i.e. the dimension introduced 
in [1] and investigated by A. Renyi in [9] and [10], is included as a special case. 
However, in the author's papers, no attention has been given to questions con­
cerning the relationship between coding and "extended entropies" or, at least, the 
entropy E. In particular, it has not been examined whether it is possible to extend 
to E the well-known basic theorem asserting that the Shannon entropy of a finite 
probability space P can be obtained from the average length of words of the "best" 
code for Pn by a certain passage to the limit for n —> oo. 
In the present article, we aim at establishing a theorem (see 4.21 and 4.22) of this 
kind on the basis of an appropriate modification (see 1.14 and 2.4) of the concept 
of a code. Namely, code words are allowed to consist of "letters" of various length 
and certain conditions involving the distance, suitably defined, of code words are 
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imposed. It seems plausible that some analogues of other coding theorems can be 
obtained in a similar way; however, we do not go into these matters here. 
Another aim, connected with that just mentioned, consists in investigating certain 
entropy-like functionals (p defined on the class 6 of semimetric spaces and/or on 
class 210 of sets equipped with a finite measure and a measurable semimetric (in fact, 
the investigation is meaningful for totally bounded spaces P € & U 20 only, since 
if P is not totaUy bounded, then <p(P) = oo for all <p under consideration). These 
functionals are introduced on the basis of codewords and their length, but it turns 
out that each of them (including E) can be fuUy characterized without reference to 
codes. 
The article is divided into two parts. In the present Part I, we are mainly con-
cerned with finite spaces, whereas the general case will be examined in the Part 
II, in preparation. Results concerning the general case are often obtained from the 
finite case by a certain kind of passage to the Hmit; this is the main reason for first 
examining the finite case. 
Part I is organized as follows. Section 1 contains preUminaries, the concept of 
Hamming space and that of a code / (approximative or exact) of a semimetric 
space. For every code / , 6(f) and A(/), the maximal and the weighted (average) 
length of codewords of / , are introduced. In Section 2, regular codes are considered. 
By means of these codes, we define 6(P) and A(P), the entropic content and the 
pre-entropy of P. In the finite case, 6(P) and A(P) are, respectively, the minimal 
value of 6(f) and X(f) for a regular exact code / of P in a certain fixed Hamming 
space, denoted by Ko©. In addition, we introduce a functional E(P)> which is shown 
to coincide, for finite space, with E(P) and E*(P) introduced in previous articles 
([2], [3], [4]) by the author. 
The main results are presented in Sections 3 and 4. Section 3 contains character-
ization theorems for 6, X and E on finite spaces, as weU as a lower estimate for E, 
which turns out to give the exact value in the ultrametric case. In Section 4, the 
functionals A and A, the final entropic content and the final entropy, are introduced: 
A(P) is defined as inf(£(Pn)/n), and A(P) is defined on the basis of A(P) in an anal-
ogous way. Characterization theorems (finite case) for A and A are proved and the 
inequaHty 6(P) • wP > X(P) > E(P) > A(P) = Hm(JE?(Pn)/n) is established. It is 
shown that, in the ultrametric case, we have A(P) > E(P) = A(P) = Hm(E(Pn)/n) 
in fuU agreement with the case of a finite probability space P. 
1.1. Notation. A) The symbols N, iJ, 12+, R+ have their usual meaning. The 
letters J, j , fc, m, n denote non-negative integers; e denotes a non-negative real. 
If S is a set, \S\ denotes its cardinaHty. The first infinite cardinal is denoted by 
w. - B) Let -< be an order on a set S. If M C 5, we put [M] = [M]s = {x € 
S: x -< y for some y 4 M}. If x, y € 5, then x A y denotes the meet of x and y, 
i.e., the element (provided it exists) z € S such that z •< x, z -< y, and if z' •< x, 
z' -< y, then z' •< z\ x V y denotes the join of x and y. - C) If B is a set, we put 
B* = n(Bn: n € N}. For any u = (u,-: t < n) € B* we put |u| = n and, for any 
k € N, u f k = (ti,-: t < n A k). liuyv € £*, then u -< v means that u = v f it for 
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some k. The concatenation u - v of u and v is defined in the usual way. We often 
write uv instead of u • v, u • a or ua instead of u • (a), etc. If k > 1 and Ui € B* for 
t < k, then the concatenation of u^ i < k, is denoted by f| Uj. We put f| t-j = 0 
i<k i<0 
(the void sequence). - D) The completion of a measure p is denoted by p. (or, for 
typographical reasons, by [p]). The product of measures pi and ^ 2 -
8 denoted by 
t-i x p2. 
1.2. Conventions. A) We often omit parentheses provided there is no danger of 
confusion; e.g., if / is a mapping, we write fx instead of / (x ) , f~lM instead of 
/"*X(M), etc. On the other hand, the symbol for multiplication is often retained to 
avoid confusion; e.g., if / is a function and c 6 R, we write, c • fx instead of c/(x). 
- B) A singleton {a} is often denoted merely by a. Thus, e.g., if p. is a measure 
and {x} € domp, we write px or p(x) or else p{x} instead of p({x}). 
1.3. Notat ion and conventions. We put 0 • oo = 0 • ( -oo) = 0, 0/0 = 0. We 
write log instead of log2 and put £(x) = —xlogx for x G P-+. If x,- € ifc+, we put 
n n 
K(xi,...,xn)= £ L X i -L(Y,Xi). 
•=-1 t.=-l 
1.4. A semimetric on a set Q is, by definition, a function p: QxQ —• R+ such that 
p(x, x) = 0, p(x, y) = p(y, x) for all x, y € Q. The set of all semimetrics on Q will be 
denoted by S(Q). If p € S(Q) and T C Q, then p\ (TxT)€ S(T) will be denoted 
by p \ T. - If p € S(Q), then (Q, p) is called a semimetric space or an SM-space (an 
FSM-space if \Q\ < w). The class of all SM-spaces (all FSM-spaces) will be denoted 
by 6 (by 6 F ) . If P = (Q, p) e 6 , T C Q, then the subspace (T, p f T) will often 
be denoted by (T, /?) or by T.P. - If t € i£+ and Q is a set, we put (Q, *) = (Q, p) 
where p(x,y) = * for x ^ y, />(x,x) = 0. - The product of SM-spaces is defined 
in the usual way. Namely, we put (Qi,pi) X (Q2,p2) = (Qi X Q2,pi x p^ where 
(pi x/>2)((a;i,^2),(yi,y2)) = /oi(a:i,yi)Vt>2(x2,y2). 
1.5. A semimetrized measure space or a W-space is, by definition, a triple (Q, p, p) 
where Q / 0, (Q, /?) 6 6 , p is a finite measure on Q and p: QxQ —• .R+ is [ji x p]-
measurable. - Cf. [2], 1.17. 
1.6. Let P = (Q,p,p) be a W-space. We put wP = j*Q. If wP = 1, P is called 
a semimetrized probability space or a PW-space. If, for all x, y € Q, x ^- y, there 
is an M € dom,u such that x € M, y € Q \ M, we say that P is separated. A 
finite separated W-space is called an FW-space, The class of all W-spaces (aU 
FW-spaces) will be denoted by 20 (by WF). - Cf. [2], 1.17. 
1.7. A) If P = (Q, p, p) G 23LT, 0 ^ T G dom p, put i/(K) = p(Xr\T) for K € domp. 
Then {<?,/>,->) will be denoted by T.P and called a subspace of P. - Cf. [2], 1.22 
(where the terminology is different). - B) The product of W-spaces is defined in 
the usual way: (Qi,pi,p\) X (Q2,P2,P%) *= (Qi x Q2,pi x p2,p1 x p2). 
1.8. If Q is a set, (Qi , . ..,Qn) is called a partition of Q if UQ, = Q and QiflQ, = 0 
for t ' ^ j . If P € 6 U 2 B , we call ( P i , . - , P n ) a partition of P if Pi are subspaces 
of P and there is a partition (Qi ,•••» Qn) of Q such that P, = Q, • P (observe that 
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if P € 2-CJ, then Qi are necessarily non-void ^-measurable). - Cf. [2], 1.30; observe 
that we use a terminology different from that used in [2j. 
1.9. If P = (Q, p) 6 S or, respectively, P = (Q, p, p) 6 20, then the infimum of all 
b 6 R+ such that {(x,y) € Q x Q: p(x,y) > b} = 0 (respectively, [/i x p]{(x,y) £ 
Q x Q: p(x,y) > b} = 0) is called the diameter of P and is denoted by d(P). If 
M C Q and M • P is a subspace of P, then d(M..P), the diameter of M in P, is 
denoted by dp(M) or simply by d(M). 
1.10. Definition. If A is a set, TT is a mapping of A onto ?r(A), |?r(A)| = m, 2 < 
m < u>, X is a mapping of A into P+, X(A) -̂  {0} and a i—• (na, Xa) is a bijection 
of A onto n(A) x A(A), then K = (A*, TT, A) will be called an m-ary (binary if m = 2 
Hamming space. For every u = (u,: t < n) € A* we put A(u) = £ (Au , : t < n); if 
u = (UJ: t < m), v = (VJ: * < n) € A*, we put T(U,V) = rK(u,t;) = J ^ A U J A A V J : i < 
m A n , u , / Vj). - Evidently, TK € 5(A*); however, TK is not a metric (observe that 
TK(U,V) = 0 if u -< u). 
1.11. Notation. If P = (Q,p) G 6 or P = (Q,p,p) € 2B, we put |P | = Q 
and, in accordance with 1.1 A, for the cardinality |Q| of Q we have \Q\ = ||P||. If 
K = (A*,w, A) is a Hamming space, we put |K | = A*. 
1.12. Notation. We put Kx = (A*,it,X) where A = {0,1}, n(i) = t, A(t") = 1; 
Koo = (A*, *", A) where A = {0,1} x B + , w(i, t) = i, A(i, t) = L 
Remark. If K = K^, then, for every n £ N, TK f {0, l }
n is a metric, namely the 
weU-known Hamming distance on {0, l } n . 
1.13. Convention. In that follows, the letter P, possibly with subscripts, etc., 
wiU always denote an SM-space or a W-space, and the letter K, possibly with 
subscripts, will denote a Hamming space. 
1.14. Definition. Let e > 0. A mapping / : |P | —• |K | will be called an e-code 
of P in K = (A*,w,X) if the foUowing conditions are satisfied: (1) | / P | < u, (2) if 
P = (Q, p, p) € 20, then aU f~lu, u € / P , are /i-measurable, (3) if u, v 6 / P , then 
d(f"l{u,v}) < TK(U,V) V e, (4) if u • (a), u • (b) € [fP], va = irb, then a = b. Every 
e-code, e € -R+, wiU be called an approximative code; a 0-code will also be called 
an exact code (or simply a code). 
1.15. Notation. ffPe6u2Uande>0, then cod(e, P) will denote the class of 
all e-codes / : P —• K where K is an arbitrary Hamming space. 
1.10. Clearly, the condition (3) in 1.14 is equivalent to the foUowing one: if P € 6 , 
then p(x, y) < TK(fx, fy) V e for aU x, y € P, and if P € 20, then there is a 
set Z C |P | x |P | such that [p x p](Z) = 0 and p(x,y) < TK(fx,fy) V e for all 
( x , y ) € | P | x | P | \ Z : 
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1.18. Fact. A mapping / : |P | —• |K | is an e-code iff it is an exact code of e 0 P 
i n K . 
1.19. Facts. A) The following properties of a space P G 6 U fflf are equivalent: 
(1) for every e > 0 and every K there is a regular (see 2.4 below) e-code of P in K, 
(2) for every e > 0, P has an e-code in some K; (3) P is totally bounded. - B) The 
following properties of P € & U fflT are equivalent: (1) for every K there is a regular 
(see 2.4) exact code of P in K, (2) P has an exact code in some K, (3) d(P) < oo 
and there is a partition ( P i , . . . , Pn) of P such that d(Pi) = 0, s = 1, . . . , n. 
The proofs of these facts are easy and can be omitted. 
1.20. Notat ion. A) If / is an e-code of P in K, we put (1) 6(f) = max{A(u): u G 
fP) if P G 6 , 6(f) = max{A(u): u G /P , Xf1^) > 0} if P G 28 (the letter 6 
stands for Greek &>A*x<fc=long); (2) A(/) = /(A o f)dfi if P = {Q,p,fi) G fflJ. - B) 
Let AC be a class of approximative codes. If e > 0, P G 6 U fflJ, we put 6(e, P, K) = 
inf {6(f): f€Kn cod(e, P)}. If e > 0, P G 2B, we put A(e, P, K) = inf {A( /) . / G 
£ D cod(e, P)}. If P G © U fflJ, we put 6(P, K) = sup{6(e, P, K): e > 0}; if P G 20, 
we put A(P, AC) = sup{A(e, P, K): e > 0}. 
1.21. Fact. Let P G 6 U fflJ; let e > 0, and let e < d(S) whenever 5 is a subspace 
of P, d(S) > 0. Then every e-code of P in K is an exact code. 
PROOF : Let / be an e-code of P in P. For every u, v £ fP we have d(f~"1 {u, v}) < 
d{u,v] V e. Put a = d(f"1{u,v}). If a = 0, then a < d{u,v}; if a > 0, then a > e, 
hence a < d{u,v}. Therefore, / is a 0-code. • 
1.22. Remark. Assume that P is not totally bounded. Then, by 1.19 A, for all 
sufficiently small e > 0, we have cod(e, P) = 0, hence 6(e, P, K) = A(e, P, K) = oo 
for every class K of approximative codes. Thus, the theory developed below has a 
real sense for totally bounded spaces only (though it is formally meaningful for all 
P G 6 U fflJ). 
1.23. Notation. The class of all approximative codes in Koo (in K\) will be 
denoted by Koo (by K\). 
1.24. The functional 6(e,P,Koo), 6(P,Koo), etc., are of little interest. E.g., it 
can be shown that if P = (Q, 1,JI) G 2&F, then A(Pn,JCoo)/n —• 0, whereas we 
would expect something like A(PW,£«>)/** —• H(i*q: q G Q), in accordance with 
the classical result. 
1.25. The functionals 6(e,P,K\), 6(P,K\), etc., behave better, in some aspects. 
For instance, if P G &, d(P) < 1 and P is totally bounded, then He(P) < 
6(e,P,Ki) < He(P) + 1 where He(P) is (a version of) the Kolmogorov e-entropy 
(see, e.g. [7] and [8]), namely He(P) = logN"e(P), Me(P) being the minimal 
cardinality of a partition of P into sets of diameter < e. - On the other hand, 
for any P = (Q,p) G S F , we have 6(P
n,Ki)/n —• iog|Q|; thus, for large n, 
^((Q>p)n>£i)/n "depends only slightly" on the semimetric p. 
2. 
2.1. The facts mentioned in 1.24 and 1.25 lead to the conclusion that the class of 
codes considered must be restricted if we want to get entropy-like functionals con-
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nected with the properties of codes and depending (for W-spaces P =<Q,Q,f*>) 
both on the semimetric Q and the measure /i of the space. - To this end, we need 
some auxiliary concepts introduced below. 
2.2. Notation. Let M be a set, 5 C M*, x € [S]. Then (I) br(x,S) will denote 
the set of all b € M such that x.(b) € [5]; (II) Br(x, S) wiU denote the set of all 
z G M* such that (1) \z\ > 1, x.z € [5], (2) \br(x.z\S)\ = 1 whenever z' X z, 
% ± z1 zfc z, (3) |&r(x.z,S)| = 1; (HI) for every u € S such that u < x, u £ x, 
f)(x,u,S) wiU denote the (unique) z 6 M* such that (1) \z\ > 1, x.z •< u, (2) 
\br(x.z',S)\ = 1 whenever *' -< z, 0 /* ' - -< *, (3) either \br(x.z,S)\ ^ 1 or x.z = u. 
If u = x, we put /S(x, u, S) = 0 (the void sequence)). - Thus, f)(x, u, S) is, roughly 
speaking, the "non-branching part" of the sequence u defined by x.u = u. 
2 .3 . Definition. Let M be a set, S C M*, £ € S(M*). We denote by [Q]S or ,o's 
or simply Q' the semimetric on S defined as foUows: if u,v € S, we put g'(u,v) = 
#(u', v') where u' = j3(u/\v, u, S), v' = fi(u/\v, v, S). The semimetric £' wiU be called 
the reduction of Q with respect to S. If X C 5 , we put d'(K) = d5(K) = d{X, g'). 
- In the sequel, we shall have Q = r = ri<- for some Hamming space K and S = / P 
for some e~code of P in K. 
2.4. Definition. An e-code of P in K will be caUed yegular if the following con-
dition is satisfied: (R) if u, v € / P , 3 -< u A v, \br(s, fP)\ ^ 1, then d(f"1 {u, v}) < 
d'(Br(s,fP)) V e. - Observe that the condition (R) implies d(f~lu) < e for all 
u € / P . 
2.5. R e m a r k . Let / be an e-code of P in K. Then each of the following condi-
tions is equivalent to (R) introduced above: (1) if u € [/P], \br(u,fP)\ / 1, then 
d{x € |P | : u -< fx} < <f(Br(u,/P)) V e, (2) if u,v,t € / P , u A t; X u A t, then 
d(rMt-M)<<*'R*}ve. 
2.6. Fact. A mapping / of P into K is a regular e-code of P in K iff it is a regular 
0-code of e 0 P in K. 
2.7. Notat ion. The class of aU / : P —> K*, (aU / : P —• Kx) such that 
P 6 6 U 90 and / is a regular approximative code of P in Koo (in K\) wiU be 
denoted by K^ (by K\). 
2.8. Notation. For every P € 6 U 20, we put (1) for every e > 0, 6(e,P) = 
$(e,P,£oo), (2) 6(P) -a 6(P,Kr0O). For every P € 20, we put (1) for every e > 0, 
A(e,P) = A(e,P,X:oo), (2) A(P) = X(P,KrQO). Thus, 6(P) is the supremum of 
aU inf{£(/) : / € Ĉoo n cod(e,P)}, e > 0, and A(P) is the supremum of aU 
-nf{A(/) : / € £ £ > n cod(e, P)}, s > 0.- Observe that, e.g., if P is the interval 
[0,1] with the usual metric, then 6(P) < 2 whereas 6(0, P) = oo since there exist 
no 0-codes of P. 
2.9. Definition. For every P € 6 U 20(respectively, P € 20), 6(P) and A(P) will 
be caUed the entronic content and the pre-entropy of P, respectively. 
2.10. Fact. If P € &F U 2 0 F then *(P) = M{6(f) : / e K^ n cod(0,P)}. If 
P € 2 0 F , then A(P) = inf{A(/) : / € K^ n cod(0,P)}. This foUows from 1.21. 
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2.11. Notat ion. If / € cod(e,P), then B(f) will denote the set of all u 6 [/P] 
such that |6r(u,/P) | = 2. 
2.12. Notat ion . If / is an e-code of P = (Q,p,fxrangle G 23J in a binary K, then 
E(f) is defined as foUows: for every u € P(/), we put Br(u,fP) = {s,t}> s = 
{x € P : u.s -< / * } , T = {x 6 P : u.t < /*}» -E(t*,/) = K(pS,pT).r'(.s,0; ^ e 
p u t E ( / ) = £ ( E ( u , / ) : u G P ( / ) ) . 
2.13. Defini t ion. For every P G 2B, we put (1) for every e > 0, E(e,P) = 
inf{E( / ) : / € ACoo H cod(e,P)} , (2) E(P) = sup{.E(e,P) : e > 0}, and we call 
E(P) the coding entropy of P (or simply the entropy of P).-
Remark. In 2.22-2.31 the relationship between E(P) and some entropies introduced 
in [2] will be considered. 
2.14. Fact. If P € 2» F , then E(P) = inf{E ( / ) : / G C ^ n cod(0,P)} . This 
follows from 1.21. 
2.15. Fac t . Let P G 20. Then (1) for every approximative code / of P in a binary 
K, S(f).wP > X(f) > E(/), (2) SP.wP >XP> E(P).' 
2.16. We are going to show (see 2.20) that every regular e-code in Coo can be, 
roughly speaking, replaced by a regular e-code with certain useful properties (in-
troduced below). 
2.17. Defini t ion. An e-code / o f P G 6 U 2 U i n a binary K will be called (1) 
strongly branching if B(f) = [ /P ] \ /P , (2) weU-fittiftg if, for every u € B(f), d{x G 
P : u X fx} = d'(Br(u, fP)) = X(s) for each s € Br(u, fP). 
2.18. Fac t . Every strongly branching well-fitting e-code is regular exact. 
2.19. Fac t . If / is an approximative code of P in K and u € [/P], then there is 
exactly one sequence (z{ : i < m) such that Z{ G |K | , the concatenation rL<m z* *s 
equal to u, z0 G Br(0,fP) and Zj G 2*V(IL<j * . , /P ) -or 1 < j < m. 
2.20. Lemma. If f is a regular e-code of P G 6 U 233 in Koo, then there exists 
a strongly branching regular e-code g of P in Koo »uch that (i) S(g) < S(f)} (ii) if 
P G 2.3, then X(g) < A(/), E(g) < E(f), (iii) if e = 0, then g is well-fitting. 
PROOF : I. Clearly, it is sufficient to consider the case P G 23J. The proof is 
technically somewhat involved, though the underlying idea is quite simple. It will 
be performed in two steps: we prove the statements (A) and (B), from which the 
assertion of the lemma will follow immediately. 
Statement (A). For every regular e-code / of P in Koo^» there is a regular e-code 
h of P in Koo such that 
(Al) 0 G B(h)\ if u GP(&), Br(uyhP) = {5,*}, s = (s> : t < m), t = (U : i < m), 
then (a) m = n and, for aU i < m, Si ^ t», A.st- = At,-, (b) Xs = At = r(s,t) = 
d'(Br(u,hP)); 
(A2) the connections {h~~lu : u G hP) and { / lv : v G / P } coincide, A(hx) =-
A ( / i ) for aU * G P, £(h) < £( / ) , A(h) < A(/) , £( / i) < .£?(/); 
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(A3) there is a bijection ip : B(h) —• B(f) such that (a) for all u, v € B(h)> u -< v 
iff V>u X ^v» 0>) <p(foc) = /a: whenever hx € B(/i), (c) if u € B(h)> Br(u,hP) = 
{ s , i } , BrtyuJP) = {s i ,<i} , then A(a) = X(t) < Xst A Atj, r(s,t) < T($i,ti) . 
Statement (B). For every regular e-code h of P in £«> satisfying (A l)-(A3) with 
respect to a given / , there is a strongly branching regular e-code g of P in KOQ such 
that (1) the conditions (A1)-(A3) are satisfied for g with respect to h, (2) for every 
u 6 0P, d{x € P : u ~< gx} = d'(Br(u,gP)) V e, hence, in particular, if e = 0, then 
o is well-fitting. 
II. We prove (A) by induction on the cardinality of / P . Let | / P | = 2, fP = 
{$,*}, 5 = (a(t) : t < m), * = (t(i) : i < n). Let (ij : j < k) be the increasing 
sequence of all t < mAn such that a, -̂  t,-. For j < k, let u,-, Vj 6 {0,1} XP+, Au;- = 
XVJ = A(*(t,-)) A A(<(t,)), 7r(uy) = 0, *(v,-) = 1. Put u = (UJ : j < k), v = (VJ : 
j < k). For x € P put Zia: = u if fx = .s, ha: = t; if /ar = t. It is easy to show that 
h is a regular e-code of P in Koo satisfying (A1)-(A3) with respect to / . - Assume 
that the statement (A) holds if | / P | < n. Consider an e-code / of P in Koo such 
that | / P | = n. Let z be the least element of £ ( / ) , and let Br(zJP) = {s,t}\ put 
s = z.x, t = z.t Put Q0 = {a: € P : 5 X /ar}, Qi = {a: € P : t -< fx}. Put 
/ ' (a) = a if x £ Q0, /'(a:) = t if x € Qi. put c = d(Q0) A d(Qj). Then / ' is a 
regular c-code of P in Koo- Since | / 'P | = 2, there is a c-code h' of P in Koo which 
satisfies (A1)-(A3) with respect to / ' . - If x € Q0 (respectively, x € Qi), define 
/o(a.) (respectively, / i (x)) by f(x) = s ./o(s) (respectively, /(a:) = t.fi(x)). It is 
easy to see that / , is a regular e-code of P,- = Q,.P. Since | / ,P | < n, there exists, 
for t = 0,1, an e-code li» of P»- which satisfies, with respect to /,-, the conditions 
(A l)-(A3) .- For every x £ P, put h(x) = h'(x).hi(x) if x € Q«. It is easy to prove 
that, with respect to / , h has the required properties. 
III. We are going to prove (B). Let M consist of all pairs (u,s) such that u € 
B(h), s € Br(u,hP). Let <p be a mapping of M into A such that if (u,,s), (u>t) € 
Af, s ^ t , then <p(u,s) £ ¥>(u,i), A(^(u,^)) = A(<^>(u,t)). For every u € [hP], let 
(zi : i < k) be the sequence described in 2.19, i.e. the sequence such that z» € A, 
the concatenation ]!i<* z% *8 equal to u, z0 € Br(0, hP), *, € 2MIL<j -?,, hP) for 
l < j < * . 
Put ip(u) = MIIi<y*M*j) : i < *)• F o r e v e r v s € P put h*(:r) = i>(hx). It 
can be easily proved that h* is a regular e-code of P in Koo satisfying (A1)-(A3) 
with respect to h, hence also to / . Evidently, h* is strongly branching.- Define 
g as follows: if h*(x) = u = (u,- : t < n), put <7(a:) = v = (u,- : i < n) where 
7rt>,- = TTU,-, At;,- = e.d{x € P : u» < /a:}. It is easy to show that g has all the 
required properties. • 
2.21. Fact. For every P € &F U 2-3F» there are only finitely many strongly 
branching well-fitting (hence regular exact) codes of P in Koo-
PROOF : It is sufficient to consider the case P € 2-JF- For P € 2UF let C(P) 
be the set of all strongly branching well-fitting exact codes of P in Koo* If P = 
( Q J ^ / * ) € WF and / € C(P) , let a/ denote the (unique) a € {0 ,1} x R+ such 
that (a) € [/P], «ra = 0, and let Q0(f) consist of x £ P such that (a/ ) -< / x . 
Clearly, X(af) = d(P). It is easy to see that, for every T C Q, 0 ^ T # Q, we have 
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| { / G C(P) : Q0(f) = T}\ = \C(T.P)\.\C((Q \ T).P)\. Since, evidently, \C(P)\ < 2 
tf IIPII £ 2, the proof is completed by induction on the cardinality of |P | . • 
2.22. We now turn to the functionals E* and E, which have been introduced in 
[2]. More precisely, in [2], 3.4, the concept of gauge functional has been introduced 
and, for every gauge functional r, two functionals on 2.0, C* and Cr, called the 
r-semientropy and r-entropy, respectively, have been defined (see [2], 3A7) . For a 
special choice of r, the functionals Cg and CE are obtained; in subsequent articles, 
they have been denoted by E* and E, respectively. 
We are not going to state the pertinent definitions. Indeed, we present different 
but equivalent (see 2.27 and 2.29 below) definitions of E* and E for FW-spaces. It 
will turn out that, for every FW-space P, E(P), E*(P) and E(P) coincide. 
To state the definitions, we need the concept of a dyadic expansion ([2], 4.3, 4.16), 
the definition of which is re-stated below. Observe that the terminology is different 
from that in [2]:we call a dyadic expansion (of a space P G 2U) what was called a 
pure dyadic expansion in [2], and the term "subspace" is used here instead of "pure 
subspace" used in [2]. 
2.23. No tat ion and definition. A)D will denote the collection of all D C {0,1}* 
such that 0 < |D | < a;, [D] = D and |6r(u, D)| ^ 1 for all u G D. If D G D, then we 
put D' = {u G D : 6r(u, D) ^ 0}, D" = D \ D'. - B) If Q is a set, then a collection 
(Qu : u G D) will be called a dyadic expansion (abbreviated d.e.) of Q if D G D, 
Q0 = Q and, for each u G D', Qu = QUo UQ t t l , QUo C)QUl = 0. - C) If P G 6 U 2 » , 
then a collection (Pu : u G D) will be called a dyadic expansion of P in all Pu are 
subspaces of P and there is a d.e. (Qu : u G D) of |P | such that Pu = QU.P for all 
u€D. 
2.24. Definition. If P G 20 F and Z = (Ptt : u G D) is a d.e. of P, we put 
E(P,Z) = n # ( ^ P « o , ^ M - ° « ) : « G D'). If P G 2BF, then E*(P) denotes 
the infimum of all E(P,Z) where £ = (Ptt : u G D) is a d.e. of P such that (*) 
||Ptf|| < 1 for all u G D". - Evidently, the condition (*) can be replaced by (**) 
IJPII = 1 for all uGD". 
2.25. Fact. For each P G 2BF, there exists (i) a d.e. Z = (QU.P : u e D) of P such 
that E*(P) = E(P, Z) and \QU\ = 1 for all u G JD", (ii) a d.e. T = (TW.P : t; e'D) 
of P such that E*(P) = E(P,T) and d(Tv) = 0 iff v G -P"-
2.26. Proposition. For every P G 2UF, E(P) = E*(P). 
PROOF : The equality E(P) = E*(P) is an easy consequence of the following two 
assertions, the proofs of which can be omitted. 
A) Let P G 6 U 20 and let d(P) < oo. Let Z = (Q(u) : u G D) be a d.e. of 
|P | such that (Q(u).P : u G D) is a d.e. of P (if P = (Q, £,/-) G 28, this means 
that Q(u) are /i-measurable). Define a mapping / of |P | into |Koo| as follows: if 
x G Q(u), u = (u, : t < n) G D", then f(x) = (v; : i < n) where Vi = (uj,tj), 
tt = d(Q(u [ i)). Then / is a strongly branching regular approximative code of P in 
Koo; in addition, if d(Q(u)) = 0 for all u G -0", then / is a well-fitting exact code. 
- B) Let / be a well-fitting strongly branching regular exact code of P G 6 U 23LI 
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in Koo* For u = (ti, : t < n) € [/P]> put <p(u) = (wui : i < n). Let D consist 
of all <p(u), u € [fP]. If v = *(u) € D, put Q(u) = {a: € P : w X /a :} . Then 
(Q(v) : v € D) is a d.e. of |P | , Z = (Q(v).P : t; € D) is a d.e. of P and if P € 2UE, 
then £ (P , 2 ) = £ ( / ) . • 
2.27. Fac t . For every P € 2 # F » JE*(P), as defined above (2.24), coincides with 
CE(P) introduced in [2]. 
This is an easy consequence of 4.15 in [2] (see also [2], 4.11 and 4.9). 
Remark. The fact just mentioned will not be used in what follows. We only want 
to stress that E* defined in 2.24 is one of the "extended entropies" examined in [2]. 
2.28. Definition. A) Let P = (Q,Q,fi) € %0F. Let (Tq : q £ Q) be a family of 
disjoint sets, 0 < |T,| < w. Put T = (J(Tq : q € Q), or(s,t) = Q(x,y) for s € Tx, 
t € Tp. If S = < T,cr,v > € WF and vTq = fiq for all q € Q, we will say that 5 
is obtained from P by splitting. - B) For every P € 3BF, E(P) will denote the 
infimum of all E*(S) where 5 is a space obtained from P by splitting. 
2.29. Fact. For every P € 2 8 F , E(P), as defined above, coincides with CE(P) 
introduced in [2]. 
This is an easy consequence of [2], 3.23. - Remarks. 1) The functional CE -S one 
of the functionals Cr introduced in [2], 3.17. - 2) Similarly as with 2.27, the fact 
stated above will not be used in the sequel. However, it seems useful to point out 
that E, as defined in 2.28, coincides with one of the "extended entropies". 
2.30. Lemma. Let Q € S(Q), a.beQ, a £ b. Let c 6 R+, c> 0; for 0 < t < 1, 
let pt be a measure on Qf Pt = (Q,Q,fit) € %BF, t*tq = A-og f
or 9 € Q \ {a>b}> 
ftta = tc, fitb = (1 — t)c. Let Z = (Q(u) : u G D) be a dyadic expansion of Q 
such that \Q(u)\ = 1 for u € D". Let x,y € D", Q(x) = {a}, Q(y) = {&}. Then 
either (I) the diameter of Q(x A y) in some (hence in all) Pt) 0 < t < 1, is zero 
and E(PQ , Z) V E(Pt, Z) < E(Pt, Z) forO<t < 1, or (II) the diameter mentioned 
above is positive and E(PQ,Z) A E(PUZ) < E(Pt,Z) forO<t<l. 
PROOF : Evidently, for any X C Q and 0 < 5 < t < 1, the diameters of X in Pa 
and Pt coincide; their common value will be denoted by d(X). - If d(Q(x A y)) = 0, 
then it is easy to see that all E(Pt,Z), 0 < t < 1, coincide and E(Pi) < E(Pt) 
for % = 0 ,1 , 0 < t < 1. - Consider the case d(Q(x A y)) > 0. Put h = \x A y\, 
m = \x\ - h, n = \y\ — h. For k < m put Uk = x \ (h + fc); for k < n put 
vk = y f (h + k). For every t = (tt : t < p) € D, p > 0, put t = (U : i < p) 
where t, = t, for t < p - 1,*tF.-i = 1 - tp„t. For X cQ, put /*X = /ut(X \ {a, 6}); 
clearly, MK does not depend on t. For 1 < k < m, put r* = /-Q(u*), a* = ,uQ(u*), 
** = d(Q(uh)); for 1 < * < n, put r^ = KQMl *'k = ."«(**), 4 « <*(<?(*>*))• 
Put r j = r 0 = ^Q(z A y), z0 = *0 = if(Q(a; A y)). • 
ffcr 0 < t < 1, put tp(t) = E(P t , 5 ) . It is easy to see that 
(1) E(P0,Z) < lim<p(t), E(PUZ) < Hm<p(t). Clearly, for 0 < t < 1 we have 
(2) ¥>(*) * £ $(rk+i +tc,sk+i)zk + £ H(r'M + tc,4+1 ) 4 -f-H(rx +tc,rx + 
c — tc)*o + *, where K is a constant, independent of t. Hence, 
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(3) (p(t) = E1 zk(L(rk+1 +tc- L(rk + tc)) + "ff 4W4+1 +
 c ~ tc) ~ L(rk + 
*=1 *=1 
c — tc)) + z0(L(ri + tc) + L(r[ + c - tc)) + « j , where Ki is a constant. From 
(3), we easily get 
m—1 n—1 
W <f(t) = E (** - zk+1)L(rk+i + tc) + £ (4 ~ 4+i)£(4+i +
 c ~ *c) + «i-
fc=0 *=0 
Let ^( t ) denote the derivative o f t . p a t t , 0 < t < l . Then 
m - 1 n - l 
(5) 0 ( t ) / loge = -~e - c £ (z* - **+i)-og(r*+i + *c) + c £ ( 4 " 4+i)-
log(4+i +c - * c ) -
Since z'0 = zo = d(Q(x A y)) > 0 and 2m = zn = 0, some z* — zjt+i (and also 
some z'k — 4 + i ) is positive. Hence tp is a decreasing function. This implies that 
(Jim¥>(*)) A (lim <?(*)) < ¥>(<) for 0 < * < 1. By (1), we get E(P0,Z) A E(PUZ) < 
E(P<,S)forO~<*<l. 
2.31. Proposition. For any P = (Q, g,p) G %BF, E(P) = E*(P) = E(P). 
PROOF : By 2.26, K(P) = E*(P). Clearly, E(P) < E*(P). Thus, we have to 
show that E(P) > E*(P), i.e., that E*(P) < E*(S) for any FW-space 5 obtained 
from P by splitting (see 2.28). To prove this assertion, it is, clearly, sufficient to 
show that E*(S) > E*(P) whenever S is of the form (T,a,v) described in 2.28 
and such that Tp = {a, b}, a -7- b, for some p € Q, Tq = {q}, for q £ Q \ {p}, 
and va + vb = pp. By 2.30, we get E*(T,a,v) > E*(T,<J,v') where v'q = pq for 
a ^ q ^ b and either i/'a = /zp, v'b = 0 or v'a = 0, v'b = ^tp. Evidently, in both 
cases, E*(T, a, v') = E*(P). • 
2.32.. In view of 2.31, we will write E(P) instead of E(P) or E*(P) provided P 
is an FW-space, and the fact that E(P) = E*(P) = E(P) wiU be used without 
explicit reference to 2.31, as a rule. 
3 . 
3.1. Lemma. Let P € &F U 2JJF- There exist well-fitting strongly branching 
regular exact codes fu f2, / 3 of P in Koo such that (1) 6(fx) = 6P, (2) if P € W0F, 
then\(f2) = \P,E(h) = E(P). 
PROOF : The assertions concerning 6 and A foUow easily from 2.20 and 2.21. The 
assertion concerning E foUows from 2.20, 2.21 and the equality E(P) = E*(P) = 
E(P). • 
3.2. Remark. There are very simple FW-spaces P possessing no regular exact 
code / in Koo with both A(/) = AP and E(f) = E(P), as the foUowing example 
shows. - Let Q = {a,b,c}, p(a,b) = p(a,c) = t > 1, p(b,c) = 1. Let pa = e, 
0 < e < 1/3, pb = pc = (1 - e)/2. Put P = (Q,p,p). An elementary calculation 
shows that (1) E(P) « tH(e, 1 - e) + 1 - e, (2) £ ( / ) = £ ( P ) iff (3) {q € Q: /(<?) t 
1 = (i , t)} as {a} for t = 0 or for t = 1. On the other hand, if / is a weU-fitting 
strongly branching exact code for P in Koo, then A(/) = * + l ~ - e i f / satisfies (3) 
whereas A(/) = i + <(1 + e)/2 if {q € Q: f(q) 11 = CM)} is equal to {&} or to {c}. 
Assume that t < 2(1 - e ) / ( l + e). Then, clearly, A(/) > A(P) if / satisfies (3). 
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3 .3 . Proposit ion. Let P € 6 F U 2 B F . Then (1) for every partition (P 0 ,P i ) of P, 
6P < d(P) + 6P0V6Pt, (2) for some partition (P0 ,P i ) ofP} SP = d(P) + 6P0W6P1. 
PROOF : I. Let (Q0,Qi) be a partition of |P | , Pi = Qi • P- By 3A , there are 
regular codes /,- of Pi, i = 0 ,1 , in Koo such that 6(fi) = <$P». For i = 0 ,1 , put 
a, = ( i , t ) where t = d(P). For x G |P | put f(x) = (a,) • fi(x) if a: € Qi. Clearly, 
/ € K^ H cod(0,P), *( / ) = t + tf(/0) V £(/ i ) , hence <*P < d(P) + 6P0 V <5Pi. 
- Let / be a well-fitting strongly branching regular code of P in K^ such that 
6(f) = 6(P). Clearly, | b r ( 0 , / P ) | = 2. Let b r ( 0 , / P ) = {ao,<~i}. Since / is 
well-fitting, Aa0 = Aai = d(P). Put Q, = {x € | P | : (a*) -< / « } , P. = Q» • P. 
If a: € Qi, define /,-(*) by / ( * ) = (a,) • /*(*). Clearly, /,• € K1^ n cod(0,P.), 
(5P = * ( / ) = d(P) + £(/0) V <$(/i). In view of 6P < d(P) + 6PQ V 6PU this proves 
£P = d(P) + £P0Vc5Pi. • 
3.4. Proposition. Let P € 2BF . T&en (1) for every partition (Po,Pi) o/ P, 
XP < d(P)>wP + XP0 + XPlf E(P) < d(P)H(wP0,wPl) + E(P0) + E(P1), (2) fere 
are partitions (P 0 ,P i ) ana
1 ( 5 0 , 5 i ) o/ P such that XP = d(P) • tuP + AP0 + APX, 
E(P) = d(P)H(wS0,wSt) + E(S0) + E(Si). 
We omit the proof since it is analogous to that of 3.3. 
3.5. Charac t e r i za t ion t h e o r e m for 6 on finite spaces . - Let ^3 = SF or 
9$ = WF. The functional 6 defined on ty is the largest functional <p on ^ such 
that <pP = 0 if IIPH < 1 and, for every partition (Po,Pi) of a space P € ^P, the 
inequality <pP < d(P) + <pP0 V <pP\ is satisfied. 
PROOF : I. By 3.3, 6 satisfies the conditions stated in the theorem. - II. Let 
<p satisfy the conditions in question. We are going to prove that <pP < 6P for 
all P € V- Suppose this is not true and choose a P € V w- th <pP > 6P and 
with the least possible ||P | |. By 3.4, there is a partition (Po,Pi) off P such that 
6P = d(P) + 6P0 V 6PX. Then <pPi = 6Ph hence <pP < 6P, which contradicts the 
assumption. • 
3.6. Characterization theorem for A and E on finite spaces . - The func-
tional X (respectively, E), defined on, W0F, is the largest functional <p on WF such 
that <pP = 0 if | |P | | = 1 and, for every partition (Po,Pi) of a space P 6 WF, the 
inequality <pP < d(P) • wP + <pP0 + <pP\ (respectively, <pP < d(P)H(wP0,wPx) + 
<pP0 + <pP\) is satisfied. 
The proof is similar to that of 3.5 and can be omitted. 
3.7. Definition. If p € S(Q) and, for any x, y, z € Q, p(*,y) < p(x,z) V p(z,y), 
then p will be called a rI-semimetric. If, in addition, p(x, y) = 0 implies x = y, 
then p is called an ultrametric and (Q, /?) is called an u}trametric space. 
3.8. Definition. Let P = (Q,p,p) € 2.0. We will say that p is (1) a U~ 
semimetric with respect to p (or simply a U-semimetric) if there is a set Z C Q3 
such that \y?](Z) = 0 and p(x, y) < p(*> *) V p(z, y) whenever (x, y, *) € Q3 \ Z, (2) 
an nltrupjetrfc with respect to p (or simply an nforametric) if, i n addition, there is 
a set Y C Q2 such that [p2](Y) = 0 and p(x, y) > 0 whenever (*, y) € Q2 \Y, x ^ y. 
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If p is an ultrametric with respect to p, then (Q, p, fit) will be called an ultrametric 
W-space. 
3.9. Lemma. Let P = (Q,p,p) € 3BF. Let a = min{p(a,,y): x,y eQ, p(x,y) > 
0} andlctp1(x,y) = (p(x,y)-a)VO. Then (1) E(P) > aE(0* P) + E(Q,Pl,p), 
(2) if p is a U-semimetric with respect to /i, then E(P) = aE(0*P) +E(Q,px,fi). 
PROOF : I. For x,y€Q, put p2(x, y) = a if p(x, y) > a, p2(x, y) = 0 if p(x, y) = 0. 
Clearly,foreveryMcP,d(M,/>)=d(M,/?1)+d(M,/>2). PutP, = (Q.pufi). Then, 
for each d.e. Z = (Qu: « 6 D) of Q, E(P, Z) = E(PX, Z) + E(P2, Z). This implies 
E(P, Z) > E(Pt) + E(P2), hence E(P) > E(Q, pup) + E(0 * P). - II. To prove the 
assertion, it is sufficient to consider the case when pq > 0 for all q € Q. By 2.25, 
there is a d.e. Z = (Qu: « € D) of Q such that \QU \ = 1 for « € D" and JS?(Pi, Z) = 
E(Pt). It is easy to show that E(P,Z) + E(PUZ) + aH(fiQu: u € T) where T 
consists of « € D such that d(Qu) = 0 whereas d(Qv) > 0 if t> -< «, v £ «. Since 
(0*p)(ar, y) € {0,1} for all *, y € Q, it is easy to see that J£(0*P) = H(pQv: « € T), 
hence £(P, 2) = E(Pi) + aE(0 * P). This implies E(P) < E(Q, pup)+ aE(0 * P) 
and the assertion follows by (1). • 
oo 
3.10. Theorem. For every FW-space P = (Qyp,p), E(P) > jE(t* P)dt, and if 
o 
oo 
p is a U-semimetric FW-space, then E(P) = jE(t* P)dt. 
o 
PROOF : Let (a,-: i < n) be the increasing sequence of all p(x, y), x, y € Q. 
n-2 
From 3.9 we obtain, by induction, the inequality E(P) > ]£ &(ak *P)(a*+i —ait) 
(respectively, if p is a £l-semimetric, the corresponding equality). It is easy to see 
that if k < n — 1, a* < t < a*+i, then t * P = a* * P, and if an-i < t, then 
oo n~2 
E(t * P) = 0. Hence J E(t * P)dt = £ E(ak * P)(a*+i - ak), which proves the 
o *=o 
theorem. • 
3.11. Lemma. Let P = (Q, p,p) 6 2Uj?. Ie< a = tma{p(x,y): x, y € Q, p(*>y) > 
0} onrf fet pi(a:, y) = (/L>(X, y)-a)V 0. Then X(P) > aX(0 *P) + X(Q, pup). 
The proof is analogous to that of 3.9 and can be omitted. 
oo 
3.12. Proposition. For every FW-space P, X(P) > J X(t* P)dt. 
o 
This follows from 3.11 in the same way as 3.10 follows from 3.9. 
3.13. Examples. A) Let Q = {1,2,3,4}, p(i,j) = |t - j | , p{i} = 1/4 for all 
t € Q. Put P = (Q,p,p). It is easy to see that .E?(P) = 4. On the other hand, 
J^E(t*P)dt = E(0*P)+E(1*P)+E(2*P) = 2+#(1/2,1/3)4-#(3/4,1/4) < 4. 
Thus, if P = (QipiP) € WF and p is not a 17-semimetric, then the equality 
E(P) = / £ ( * * P)dt need not hold. - B) Let Q = {1,2,3,4}, p(i,j) = 1 if 
o 
* T* J\ » ^ 4, j 7- 4, p(4,t) = 2 for i = 1,2,3, *-{*} = 1/4 for all t € Q. Put 
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P =. (Q,p,p). Clearly, P is ultrametric. It is easy to see that \(P) = 13/4 (this 
value is obtained for the code 1 •—> ((1,2), (1,1), (1,1)), 2 •—> ((1,2), (1,1), (0,1)), 
3 f—» ((1,2), (0,1)), 4 H--> ((0,2)). Evidently, f\(t*P)dt = 3 < 13/4. Thus, the 
o 
inequality in 3.12 can be strict even if P is ultrametric. 
4.1. ffcct. If Pi € eF or Pi € WF, i = 1,2, then S(Pi x P2) < SPX + SP2. If Px, 
P2 6 WF, then X(Pt x P2) < XPi • u>P2 + AP2 • wPx, E(PX x P2) < £(Pi) • u>P2 + 
E(P2)>wPx. 
PROOF : We prove the assertion for S only, since for A and E the proof is analogous. 
Put P = Pi x P2. Clearly, SP < SPX + SP2 holds if ||P|| < 1. Assume that it holds 
if ||P|| < n and consider the case ||P|| = n + 1. We can assume d(Pi) > d(P2). By 
3.3, there is a partition (Pio,Pn) of Px such that (*) SPX = d(Px) + SPX0 V SPXX. 
Since \\PU x P2|| < n, we have S(Pxi x P2) < SPxi + SP2, i = 0,1. By 3.3, SP < 
d(P) + S(PX0 x P2) V S(PXX x P2) < d(P) + ^(Pj x P2) < M>-. + £P2. • 
4.2. Remark. None of the inequalities in 4.1 can be replaced by an equality. 
For S and A, this is well known already for FW-spaces of the form (Q, I, ft). We 
give an example concerning E. - Let Q = {1,2,3}, p(i,j) = |t - j \ , ti{t}l/3 for 
i = 1,2,3. Put P = (Q,p,p). It is easy to see that E(P) = 2#(2/3,l/3) + 
#(1/3,1/3) = 21og3 - 2/3. We are going to show that E(P2) < 2E(P). Con-
sider a d.e. Z = (Qu: u € D) of Q
2 such that (1) |Qm| = 1 for u € D", 
(2) (Qoo,Qoi,Qio,<?n) = (A,B\ A,{(1,3)},{(3,1)}) where A = {1,2} x {1,2}, 
B = {2,3} x {2,3}. It is easy to see that E(P2,Z) = 2#(4/9,3/9,l/9,l/9) + 
#(1/9,1/9,1/9,1/9) + #(1/9,1/9,1/9) = (lllog3)/3 - 8/9. Hence E(P2) < 
E(P2,Z) < (11 log3)/3 - 8/9 < 2(21og3 - 2/3) = 2J5?(P). 
4.3. Proposition. Let Pi = (Qi^phfii), i: == 1,2, be FW-spaces. If, for t = 1,2, pi 
is a U-semimetric with respect to pi (in particular, if Px and P2 are ultrametric), 
then E(PX x P2) = E(PX) • wP2 + E(P2) • wPx. 
PROOF : Clearly, we can assume that wPi = 1 and mq > 0 for all q € Q,-. - 1 . Let 
# denote the class of all FW-spaces (Q, p, p) such that (1) pQ = 1, (2) pq > 0 for all 
q 6 Q, (3) p is a tl-semimetric, (4) p(Q x Q) C {0,1}. For every T = (Q, p, p) £ #, 
let ZT consist of all X C Q such that d(X) = 0 whereas d(Y) = 1 whenever 
X C Y C Q, X ~fc Y. It is easy to see that ZT is a disjoint collection and (*) 
E(T) = H(pZ: Z € ZT). Clearly, if P, 5 € #, P = <|P|,/>P,MP>, ^ = <|SUs,/*s>, 
then T = P x 5 6 * and ZT = {1/ x V: U € 2p, V € Zs). Write /uT instead of 
MP x MS* PT instead of pP x ps. Then, by (*), we have E(T) = H(pTZ: Z € ZT) = 
J?(jiP£l: (7 6 ZP) + #(/isV: V € Zs), hence £?(T) = £(P) + E(S). - II. Clearly 
it is sufficient to consider the case when Pi = (Qi,Pi,Pi), i = 1,2, are FW-spaces 
such that wPi = 1, mq > 0 for all q € Qi and pi is a J7-semimetric Mi- Then, pxxp2 
oo 
is a ll-semimetric and therefore, by 3.10, E((P% x P2) = / 2£(t * (Px x P2))dt. By 
o 
I, E(t * (Pi x P2)) = £(t * P) + JE?(* * P2) for all t 6 H+. Hence .E^ x P2) = 
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jE(t * Px)dt + jE(t * P2)dt = E(Pi) + E(P2), by 3.10. • 
o o 
4.4. Fact . Let m, n € N, m > 0, n > 0. If P € 6 F U 2BF , then £ ( P
m + n ) < 
S(Pm) + S(Pn). If P G 20 F , wP = 1, then A(P
m + n ) < A(Pm) + A(Pn). 
This is a consequence of 4.1. 
4 .5 . Fact. Let xk G P+ for k G N, k > 1. Assume that for all m, n G N \ {0}, 
Xm+n < xm + xn. Then lim(x/n) = in£(x/n: n > 0). 
This is well known. 
4 .6. Definition. If P G 6 U 22.T, then inf(£(Pn) /n: n G N, n > 0) will be de-
noted by A(P ) and will be called the final entropic content of P. If P G 20, then 
inf(A(P n) /n( toP) n- 1 : n G N,n > 0) will be denoted by A(P) and will be called 
the final entropy of P. 
4.7. Fact. If P G 6 F U WFl then A(P ) = l im(£(P
n)/n). If P G 2UF, wP > 0, 
then A(P) = lim(A(Pn)/n(u;P)n--1); in particular, A(P) = lim(A(Pn)/n) if wP = 
1. 
This is a consequence of 4.4 and 4.5. 
4.8. Remarks. 1) The equalities in 4.7 do hold for all P G 6 , respectively 
P G 2U. This will be proved in the forthcoming Part II. - 2) It will be proved 
below (4.21) that if P G 2BF , wP = 1, then A(P) = inf(jE?(P
n)/n: n € Nfn> 
0) = l im(E(P n ) /n) , which justifies the term "final entropy*'. 
4.9. Proposition. If P G 6 F U 2» F , then A ( P
m ) = m A (P) for every m€N, 
n > 0. If P, S G 6 F or P, S G 2HF, then A(P x 5 ) < A(P) + A(5) . 
P R O O F : Rrom 4.7, A ( P m ) = m A (P) follows at once. By 4.1, S(Pm x Sn) < 
S(Pm) + S(Sn), from which the inequality for A follows by 4.7. • 
4 .10. Proposition. If P G 6 F U 2BF and (P0 ,P i ) is a partition of P, then 
A ( P ) < d ( P ) + A(P 0 )VA(P i ) . 
PROOF : It is easy to see that, for every n G N, n > 0, S(Pn) < n • d(P) + 
max{£(P0* x Pf): k + m = n} where we put P0* X Pf = P0
n, .FJ3 X Pf = Pf. Let 
e > 0. By 4.7, there is an n0 G N such that if j > n 0 , then S(P^)/j < A(P0) + e, 
KH)H < A(P i) + «• Choose ni G N such that n0(£P0 V SPX) < eni . Let n > n-., 
n = k + m. Then either (I) k > n0 , m > n0 or (II) m < n0 or A: < n 0 . If fc > n 0 , 
m > n0 , t h e n ^ P ^ x P f ) < Jb(A(P 0 )+e)+m(A(P i )+e) < n(A(P 0 )VA(P i ) )+ne . 
- If, e.g., k < n0 , then *(P0* x Pf
1) < *-*P0 + m(A(P i )+e ) < (en + n) A ( P i ) + e < 
n(A(P0)VA(P!))+2ne. Thus, in both cases, S(P
n)/n < d(P)+A(P0)VA(P!)+2e. 
This proves the proposition. • 
4 .11. Characterization theorem for A on finite spaces. Let V be either 
the class of all finite semimetric spaces or that of all FW-spaces. The functional 
A defined on ty is the largest of all functional^ <p on ty such that <pP = 0 if 
IIPII < 1, ^(P*) = ntp(P) for every P £ ^ and every n G N, n > 0, and <pP < 
d(P) + (p(P0) V (p(Pi) for every partition (P0 ,Pi) of a space P G $ . 
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PROOF : I. By 4.9 and 4.10, A satisfies the conditions stated in the theorem. -
II, Let <p satisfy the conditions. Then, by 3.5, <p(S) < 6(S) for every 5 € ^ and 
therefore n<p(P) = <p(Pn) < 6(Pn), <p(P) < 6(Pn)/n for aU P € $ and n G N, 
n > 0. This implies v?(P) < A(P). • 
4.12. Facts. I) For every P € 251 and every m € N, m > 0, A(Pm) =•. 
m(wP)m"1A(P); in particular, A(Pm) = mA(P) if wP = 1. - II) If P, 5 G 2UF, 
then A(P x 5) < A(P) • wS + A(5) • wP. 
PROOF : I. We can assume that wP = 1. Then, by 4.7, A(Pm) = 
nlimQ(A(P
nm/n) = m • hmQ(X(P
nm)/nm). Hence, again by 4.7, A(Pm) = mA(P). 
- II. We can assume tha7u>P = wS = 1. By 4.7, A(P x 5) = Hm(A(Pn x Sn)/n\ 
A(P) = Hm(A(Pn)/n), A(5) = Hm(A(5n)/n),. This implies A(P x 5) < A(P) + 
A(5), since A(Pn x Sn) < X(Pn) + A(5n), by 4.1. • 
4.13. In 4.14, 4.15 and 4.18 below we prove some propositions concerning those 
classes $J C 2tf which satisfy the following conditions: (1) if (Q, ap, fyu) G <p and a, 
b G .R+, then (Q,a/j,fyi) 6 2.0, (2) if 5 is a subspace of P G *P, then 5 € V, (3) 
if (Po,Pi) is a partition of P € V, then AP < d(P) • wP + AP0 + XPU (4) if Pi, 
P2 G $ , wPi = wP2 = 1, then Pi x P2 G V and AP < APi + AP2. - By 3.4 and 
4.1, the class WF satisfies (l)-(4). In the forthcoming Part II, it wiU be shown that 
(l)-(4) are satisfied by 23LT as weU. 
4.14. Lemma. Let % C SB satisfy (l)-(4) from 4.13. Let P € ^ and let 
(Pi,...,Pn) be a partition of P. Put 5 = ({l,...,n},t,i/) where t = d(P), 
u{k} = wP*. Then AP < A5 + £XAPt-: t = l , . . . ,n ) . 
PROOF : By 3.4, the assertion is true for n = 2. Assume that it holds for all 
n<m. Let (Qi, . . . ,Qm) be a partition of |P| such that Pi = Qi • P are subspaces 
of P. By 3.4, there is a partition (Xo,Ki) of { l , . . . ,m} = \S\ such that A5 = 
d(S) • wS + A50 + XSt. Where S{ = X> • 5. Put Yj = \J(Qi'. i € Xs), j = 0,1, 
PW = Yj • P. By the assumption, we have AP*') < XSj + XXAP,: * € x i \ J = °>l-
By 3.4, AP < d(P) • wP + AP<°> + AP<*>. Hence AP < d(S) • wS + A50 + A5i + 
E(APi: i € |5|) = A5 + £(AP,: t € |5|). -
4.15. Fact. Let P C 2-J satisfy (1)~(4) from 4.13. Then for every P € % 
X(Pn)/n(wP)n""i converges to A(P) for n -> oo. 
PROOF : We can assume wP = 1. By (4) from 4.13, A(Pm+n) < A(Pm) + A(Pn) 
for aU positive m, n G N. By 4.5, this proves the assertion. • 
4.16. Fact. Let u be a probabiHty measure on {0,1}, i/O > 0, ul > 0. For every 
n € N, n > 0, and e, let Bn(e) consist of aU x = (x(i): t < n) G {0, l }
n such that 
uO - e < \{i < n: x(i) = 0}|/n < uO + e. Then, for every sufficiently small e > 0, 
(1) )imun(Bn(e)) = 1, (2) Hm(log|Bn(e)|/nn) = 1 where h = H(u0tul). 
This is weU known: the first assertion is an elementary fact, the second one is 
easily proved using the StirHng formula. 
4.17. Fact. If i/ is a probabiHty measure on {0,1}, 5 = ({0,1}, 1,*/}, then 
X(Sn)/n-* H(u0,ul). 
This is an easy consequence of 4.16. 
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4.18. P ropos i t ion . Let $ C 23J satisfy (l)-(4) from 4.13. Then for every P € $ 
and every partition (P0 ,Pi) of P, A(P)<d(P)H(wP0,wPl) + A(P0)+A(P1). 
PROOF : I. We can assume that d(P) = 1, wPi > 0, APt < oo. Put a = tuP0, 
6 == wPu c = (A(P0)/a) V (X(Pt)/b). Put S = ({0,1}, l,i/) where uO = a, i/l = 6. 
If x = (s( t ) : t < n) € { 0 , l } n , n > 0, put u(«) = |{t < n : a?(t) = 0}| , v(x) = 
|{t < n: x(t) = 1}|, P(x) = J I Pz{i); clearly u;P(x) = u
n(x). By 4T4, we have 
(1) A(Pn) < A(5n) + E ( A ( P W ) : x € {0 , l} n ) for each n > 0. If n > 0, e > 
0, put Bn(e) = {x £ { 0 , l }
n : |u(x)/n - a\ < e}. Clearly, for every e > 0, (2) 
i/n(Bn(e)) -> 1 for n -> oo. - II. If n € N, n > 0, x € (0, l }
n , then, by (4) in 413 , 
A(P(*)) < wP(x)(u(x) • APo/a + v(x) • APi/6), hence (3) A(P(x)) < vn(x)nc. - III. 
Let e > 0, e < a A 6. By 4.15, there is an n0 € N such that (4) n > no impHes 
A(P0
n)/nan~1 < A(P0) + e,A(P1
n)/n6n"1 < A(Pt)+e. By (2) and 4.17, there is an 
ni € N, ni > n0 , such that (5) n > m implies (i) v
n(Bn(e)) > 1 - e , (ii) u(x) > no, 
v(x) > n0 for all x € Bn(e), (in) A(5
n) < n(H(a, b)+e). Let n > nu x € Bn(e); put 
u = u(x), w = v(x). Then A(P(x)) = A(P0
tt x P?) and therefore, by (4) from 4.13 
and the inequalities (4) above, A(P(x)) < (A(Po)+£)ua
t t-10* + (A(Pl) + ^)t;0 t ,~1a^ 
hence (6) A(P(x)) < (A(P0) + e)a"
1 • u(x)un(x) + (A(Pi) + e)6~1 • v(x)un(x). -
IV. Let n > n i . By (3) and (5i), we have E(A(P(x)) : x € {0, l } n \ Bn(e)) < enc. 
Since £,(u(x)vn(x): x € {0,1}) = na, we get E(A(P(x)) : x € B t(e)) < n(A(P) + 
e + A(Pi) + e). Hence E(A(P(^) ) : x € {0, l } n ) < (A(P0) + A(PX) + 2e + ce) and 
therefore, by (5iii) and (1), A(Pn) /n < H(a, b) + A(P0) + A(Pi) + ce + 2e. 
4a19. Proposition. I/(P0,Pi) is a partition of an FW-space P, then A(P) < 
d(P)H(wPo,wPt) + A(P0) + A(Pi). 
This is an immediate consequence of 4.18 and the fact that 2Up satisfies the 
conditions (l)-(4) stated in 4.13. 
4.20. Characterization theorem for A on finite spaces. The functional A 
defined on the class fflF of al FW-spaccs is (A) the largest of all functionals <p on 
WF satisfying (1) <pP = 0 if \\P\\ = 1, (2) <p(P
n) = n^P)*1'1 • v?P for all P € 2*JF 
and n € N, n > 0, (3) y>P < d(P) • wP + y?P0 + <?Pi for all P € ZDF and all 
partitions (P 0 ,Pi) of P, (B) the largest of all functionals y> on WF satisfying (1), 
(2) and (3') (pP < d(P)H(wP0,wP1)+ipPo+(fPi for all P € 2 B F and all partitions 
( P o , P i ) o / P . 
P R O O F : I. Clearly, A satisfies (1). It satisfies (2) by 4.12, and (3*), hence also 
(3), by 4.19. - II. Let <p satisfy (1), (2) and (3). By 3.6, <pS < XS for all 5 6 mF. 
Hence, if P € 2» F , wP = 1, n € N, n > 0, then, by (2), n<p(P) = <p(P
n) < A(Pn), 
ipP < X(Pn)/n and therefore <pP < A(P). • 
4.21. Theorem. If P is a finite separated semimetrized measure space, wP > 0, 
then SPwP > XP > E(P) > A(P) = lim(_E(Pn)/n(t(;P)n-1); in particular, if 
wP = 1, then SP>XP> E(P) > A(P) = Hm(.C(Pn)/n). 
PROOF : The first two inequalities follow from 2.5, and 2.31. The inequality 
E(P) > A(P) follows from 4.20 and 3.6. If wP = 1, n € N, n > 0, then E(Pn) > 
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A(P») =- nA(P), hence E(Pn)/n > A(P). On the other hand,_J5(Pn) < A(P), 
hence E(Pn)/n < X(Pn)/n for all n 6 N, n > 0, and therefore lim(E(Pn)/n) < 
A(P). This proves the theorem. • 
4.22. Theorem. If P is a finite separated probability space equipped with an ul-
tramctric, then XP > E(P) = A(P). 
PROOF : By 4.3, we have E(Pn) = nE(P) for all n € N, n > 0, hence 
lim(25(Pn)/n) = E(P) and therefore, by 4.21, A(P) = E(P). • 
4.23. Remarks. 1) Clearly, 4.21 and 4.22 correspond to a rather special version of 
the well-known theorems (for finite probability spaces) on coding in the absence of 
noise. In fact, 4.22 extends to finite probability spaces equipped with an ultrametric 
the basic theorem asserting that if (Q, fi) is a finite probability space, the sequences 
(x{: i < n) £ Qn can be coded, provided n is large, in {0,1}* in such a way that 
the average length of codewords is less than nH(pq: q € Q) + e), e being any given 
positive number. - 2) If P is not ultrametric, then E(P) = A(P) does not hold, in 
general. 
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